99 per cent of the world's communications is carried on submarine cable networks, increasingly critical infrastructure because of the exponential growth of data. Bermuda's centrality makes it the ideal landfall and interconnection point for cables between the Americas, Europe and Africa. The island's government and regulators are now working with global tech companies to establish an Atlantic digital hub here, ensuring speed and security for the data upon which we all depend.
Bermuda is one of two global jurisdictions awarded full equivalence to the EU’s Solvency II regime and one of only three to have earned US NAIC Reciprocal jurisdiction status. This truly global market has, in the last two decades, paid out more than a quarter of a trillion dollars to businesses and consumers. With decades of experience and a forward-thinking approach, Bermuda brings capital and innovation together to cover the world’s most complex risks.
Perfectly balanced between East and West, Bermuda is just ninety minutes from New York, with direct flights to London and Toronto. Stable, long established and highly entrepreneurial, the island is a unique business ecosystem where established and emerging industries connect with a deep talent pool of professionals in finance, insurance and the law. In Bermuda gold-standard compliance meets blue-chip transparency to create the natural home for global businesses, professionals and private clients.
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